I. Introduction
T HE transmission of next-generation video requires coding efficiency that is beyond the capabilities of the current state-of-the-art AVC (advanced video coding) standard (ITU-T H.264/ISO MPEG-4 part 10/AVC) [1] . Therefore, MPEG and VCEG have established a Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) to develop a successor to AVC. This forthcoming international standard is called HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding) [2] , [3] . Since 2010, the technical content of the draft standard has been refined from the best-performing initial HEVC proposals [4] - [8] of HEVC [2] was approved in February 2012 and its Draft International Standard (DIS) was issued in July 2012. HEVC DIS includes a single profile called Main Profile (MP) with two tiers (Main and High) and 13 levels [3] . The final standard is planned to be published in early 2013. HEVC reference codec is called HEVC Test Model (HM) [9] . In earlier HM versions, the coding tools of HM have been separately specified for Low Complexity (LC) and High Efficiency (HE) operation in order to examine the different tradeoffs between coding efficiency and coding complexity [10] . HM 5.0 introduced a separate HE10 for 10-bit operation mode besides HE and LC modes. HM 6.0 [9] represents HEVC CD. Since HM 6.0, the tools of HM have been divided between MP and HE10. Currently, HM 8.0 is the latest version of HM and it represents HEVC DIS. HM testing is recommended to be accomplished according to common test conditions [11] which include four predefined coding configurations: all-intra (AI), random access (RA), low-delay P (LP), and low-delay B (LB).
The compression performance of HEVC is significantly improved from that of AVC. The evaluations in [12] show that the initial HM versions roughly halve the bit rate over AVC reference encoder (JM) [13] with the same subjective visual quality. Under the LP configuration, the HM HE version is reported to achieve 50% bit rate reduction over JM High Profile (HiP) even with better subjective quality [14] .
Although these subjective quality assessments such as the mean opinion score (MOS) tend to be considered as the most reliable ones, they are cumbersome to organize. Therefore, automatic and repeatable objective quality measures such as Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural SIMilarity (SSIM), and Perceptual Quality Index (PQI) [15] are typically used when subjective results are not available. PSNR is a simple and the most popular objective measure. It has been shown to yield coherent average results with more sophisticated SSIM and PQI metrics when rate-distortion (RD) performances of HM and JM are compared [16] .
The existing objective quality assessments have focused on PSNR-based RD evaluations [16] - [19] in which HM and JM codecs are compared in terms of Bjøntegaard delta bit rate (BD-rate) for equal PSNR [20] . However, all these publicly available BD-rate evaluations cover only a subset of the AI, RA, LP, and LB configurations. In addition, most of them consider HM versions prior to 6.0, so their comparisons are limited to previous operating modes of HM such as HE due to the absence of MP. Recently, HM 6.0 has been benchmarked in [18] and HM 7.0 in [19] . According to [18] , MP of HM 6.0 can achieve 22%, 33%, and 34% BD-rate savings over JM HiP under the AI, RA, and LB cases, respectively. The corresponding gains of HM 7.0 are reported to be close to those of HM 6.0: 22%, 33%, and 35% [19] . However, these experiments report only BD-rates that cannot illustrate the variations of the delta bit rates of the codecs in the different RD points. BD-rates also deviate a bit from the actual delta bit rates since BD-rates are based on few experimentally specified RD points through which the rest of the considered RD points have been interpolated.
For the time being, the complexity evaluations of the complete HEVC codecs are restricted to runtime comparisons in which consecutive HM versions [21] or HM and JM [22] are benchmarked. The results in [22] are also quite obsolete, since a predecessor of HM 1.0 is benchmarked against JM. The other public complexity assessments focus on HEVC decoders. The profiling results of the HM 4.0 decoder in Intel and ARM processors are shown in [23] . However, the profiling has been conducted on a small test set and the results have been derived from function calls without considering internal complexities of the functions. The profilings in [24] - [26] have been done on platform-specific HM 4.0-based decoders that do not support all HM functions. In addition, the experiments on these proprietary decoders are not reproducible.
Our previous work [27] improves profiling precision by evaluating the HM 3.1 decoder (HE and LE) at the cycle level under a test set that covers the RA configuration. Now, our motivation is to upgrade these results to represent HM 6.0 decoder and extend the test set with the AI, LB, and LP configurations. The complete absence of accurate HEVC encoder assessments gives us reason to do the same profiling with the HM 6.0 encoder too. Fair complexity comparison between HM and JM also requires parameters from detailed RD comparisons not existing in the literature.
In summary, this paper provides a comprehensive ratedistortion-complexity (RDC) comparison between HM MP and JM HiP codecs under the AI, RA, LP, and LB configurations. The RD comparison is based on the bit rate differences for identical PSNR, whereas cycle-level profiling results have been yielded with Intel VTune TM Amplifier XE 2011 on Intel Core2 Duo E8400 processor. A balanced codec comparison has been accomplished by configuring JM HiP according to HM MP settings. HM has been selected as HEVC codec, because it incorporates all essential HEVC tools and is the only publicly available HEVC codec at the moment. HEVC MP is included in the released HEVC draft standard, so the provided results will serve as a valid platformindependent point of reference for future HEVC codec implementations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the main encoding and decoding stages of HEVC codec. Section III describes the setup for the comparative RDC analysis of HM MP and JM HiP. Section IV specifies the bit rate differences between HM and JM. Section V examines the complexities of HM and JM codecs at the cycle level and discusses about practical implementation alternatives for HEVC codecs. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. Overview of HEVC MP CODEC
Figs. 1 and 2 depict block diagrams of HEVC encoder and decoder, respectively. From prior video coding standards, HEVC codec adopts a well-known hybrid video coding scheme that combines inter/intra prediction, transform coding, and entropy coding. However, the coding structure of HEVC is extended from a traditional macroblock (MB) concept to an analogous quadtree scheme in which the largest coding unit (CU) can be 16 × 16, 32 × 32, or 64 × 64 luminance pixels. In addition, each CU can be recursively divided into four equally sized CUs until the block granularity is 8 × 8 pixels. That is, the size of the CU can be defined as 2N × 2N where N ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32} if the maximum hierarchical CU depth of four is applied.
Here, the main focus is on the HEVC MP codec. HEVC MP shares many properties with AVC HiP [1] , so the tools unavailable in AVC HiP codec are particularly addressed.
A. Inter Prediction
In inter prediction, CUs at the last level of the CU tree are further divided into one or more rectangular-shaped prediction units (PUs). For CUs of size 2N × 2N, HEVC supports symmetric PUs of size 2N × 2N, 2N × N, N × 2N, and N × N (PUs of size 4 × 4 are disabled). If N > 4, HEVC can also utilize asymmetric motion partition (AMP) [5] which allows CUs to be split into two asymmetric PUs whose sizes are 2N × N/2 and 2N × 3N/2 or, alternatively, N/2 × 2N and 3N/2 × 2N.
Luminance motion parameters associated with each PU include motion vectors (MVs) and corresponding reference picture/prediction direction indices (idxs). In HEVC, these parameters can be either implicitly derived via motion merging (merge mode) or they can be explicitly estimated through normal inter prediction (inter mode) [7] , [10] . In both cases, chrominance MVs are derived from luminance ones.
The merge mode infers motion parameters for the processed PU from spatially and temporally adjacent inter coded PUs. HEVC MP specifies four spatial merge candidates (neighboring PUs) and one temporal merge candidate (temporally colocated PU). If less than five distinct spatiotemporal candidates are available, more candidates are artificially generated from the existing ones so that the number of final merge candidates reaches five. The costs of these five candidates are computed and the best one of them is chosen. Merge mode is skipped if none of the candidates is available.
In inter mode, the motion parameters are obtained through motion estimation (ME) that includes integer ME (IME) and fractional ME (FME) stages (see Fig. 1 ). ME accesses data from a decoded picture buffer (DPB) which contains the previously reconstructed reference pictures (D ref ). The first phase of ME is IME that searches for the best candidates for the processed PU from D ref . HEVC enhances IME through advanced MV prediction (AMVP) [5] , [10] that derives the best MV predictor (MVP) from two spatially and one temporally adjacent MVP candidates. The selection process of the best MVP follows that of motion merge, except that the number of final spatiotemporal MVP candidates is two. IME delivers integerpixel accurate MVs and Idxs of the best matches to FME that refines luminance MVs to 1/4-pixel accuracy and chrominance MVs to 1/8-pixel accuracy. HEVC uses 8-tap separable interpolation (IPOL) filter for 1/4-pixel luminance samples and 4-tap separable IPOL filter for 1/8-pixel chrominance samples. Both filters have been upgraded from those in AVC.
Motion compensation (MC) produces inter predictions (P inter ) for PUs by addressing DPB with MVs and Idxs. If the encoder operates in inter mode, a prediction residual (D) is computed by subtracting P inter from the processed original CU. However, if CU is encoded as skip mode, no D is computed, only PUs of size 2N ×2N are allowed, and motion parameters are derived through merge mode.
B. Intra Prediction
In intra prediction, PUs may take the size of 2N × 2N. In addition, intra coded PUs of size N × N are supported when N = 4. The unified intra prediction coding tool of HEVC increases IP modes over AVC by supporting 35 IP modes (DC, planar, and 33 angular IP modes) for each PU size.
An intra prediction (IP) stage computes intra prediction (P intra ) for the processed PU by accessing a current picture buffer (CPB) that contains previously reconstructed blocks of the current picture (D Rec ). In intra mode, the encoder computes D by subtracting P intra from the original CU.
C. Transform and Quantization
For transform and quantization, HEVC specifies transform unit (TU), whose shape depends on PU. HEVC MP supports only square-shaped TUs of size 4×4, 8×8, 16×16, and 32×32 pixels. Multiple TUs inside a single CU can be arranged in a quadtree structure whose maximum depth is three. TUs can also cross boundaries of inter coded PUs but not boundaries of intra coded PUs.
A transform (T) stage converts spatial domain D into transform domain coefficients (TCOEFFs) after which TCOEFFs are quantized in a quantization (Q) stage. HEVC utilizes integer Discrete Sine Transform (DST) for intra coded 4 × 4 luminance TUs and integer Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) for the other TUs [3] . All transform matrices have been upgraded from AVC with added precision in the integer scale.
The decoding path of the encoder uses inverse quantization (IQ) and inverse transform (IT) stages to dequantize and convert Quantized TCOEFFs back to spatial domain D (D ). D Rec is then yielded by adding P inter /P intra to D .
D. Entropy Coding
In parallel with the decoding path, an entropy coding (EC) stage converts MVs, Idxs, quantized TCOEFFs, and other syntax elements to binary codewords which are multiplexed together to a bit stream. In HEVC, the used EC technique is context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC).
E. Loop Filtering
A loop filtering (LF) stage filters the distortions and visible CU/PU/TU borders from the picture. The LF stage of HEVC MP contains two sequential in-loop filters: deblocking filter (DF) and sample-adaptive offset (SAO).
F. Decoding
In the decoder side (see Fig. 2 ), an entropy decoder (ED) stage extracts CABAC-coded binary codewords from the input bit stream and converts them back to original syntax elements including IP mode, quantized TCOEFFs, MVs, and Idxs. The IQ and IT stages are duplicated from the encoder. They dequantize and transform quantized TCOEFFs back to D . IP produces P intra according to IP mode and MC yields P inter as in the encoder. The decoder composes D Rec by adding D together with P intra in intra mode or with P inter in inter mode. It produces decoded video by filtering D Rec with DF and SAO. Table I tabulates the main coding options of HM MP and JM HiP codecs. During the experiments performed for this paper, HM 6.0 [9] was the latest available version of HM. Contrary to MP of HM 8.0 (and HM 7.0), HM 6.0 excludes AMP from the inter coding tools of MP. However, the effect of AMP on RD performance is not significant according to the overal RD results with [19] and without [18] AMP. From the RD analysis point of view, the other inconsistencies between MPs of HM 6.0 and HM 8.0 are also expected to be marginal. Our experiments rely on the default configuration file of HM 6.0 according to which the configuration file of JM 18.0 [13] has been parametrized (JM software has not been modified). In both codecs, the nonnormative IME is realized with enhanced predictive zonal search (EPZS) [28] that uses four reference pictures and the search range of [−64, +64] both horizontally and vertically. IME relies on Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) as a similarity criterion for distortion computation, whereas FME and coding mode decision (MD) are parametrized to use Sum of Absolute Transformed Differences (SATD) criterion. Contrary to our previous work [27] , both codecs also support RD optimized (RDO) mode decision and RDO quantization (RDOQ) with a single tested quantization parameter (QP).
III. Analysis Setup

A. Test Conditions
HM uses QP values of 22, 27, 32, and 37 according to common test conditions [11] . QPs of JM have been experimentally accommodated to QPs of HM by streamlining PSNRs of the codecs. In our experiments, HM and JM have been analyzed under the AI, RA, LB, and LP configurations using the coding structures adopted mainly from [10] :
For the AI condition, pictures are coded as intra (I) pictures in display order without temporal references and QP offsets.
For the RA condition, I picture is inserted roughly at one second intervals and the other pictures are coded as B pictures. The RA configuration exploits four-layer (L1, L2, L3, and L4) hierarchical coding structure in which the GOP (Group of Pictures) size is eight. The LB condition uses three-level hierarchical coding structure with the GOP size of four. Fig. 3 (b) depicts this coding structure for the first five pictures of the sequence. The pictures in a GOP are coded in a display order as B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , B 4 at layers L3, L2, L3, and L1, respectively. Only the first picture of the sequence is I picture and the others are B pictures. QP offsets are derived as in the RA condition. The coding structure used in the LP condition resembles that of the LB case expect that B pictures are replaced with P pictures.
B. Test Setup for Rate-Distortion Comparison
Table II lists the 8-bit test sequences recommended by common test conditions [11] for the AI, RA, LB, and LP configurations. This test set is also used in our RD comparisons between HM MP and JM HiP. Two 10-bit sequences included in [11] have been excluded from our test set, since they are beyond the capabilities of JM HiP.
The RD performances of HM MP and JM HiP have also been compared as a function of the resolution. This comparison has been carried out with Class A sequences starting from their original (uncropped) resolutions: Traffic (4096 × 2048, the first 150 frames) and PeopleOnStreet (3840 × 2160, 150 frames). These two sequences have been scaled down to create the formats that represent the Classes A-E. The scaling has been performed with a 12-tap nonnormative downsampling filter of Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM) software [29] . Cactus 500 50fps X X X X BQTerrace 600 60fps X X X X BasketballDrive 500 50fps X X X X RaceHorses 300 30fps X X X X C 832 × 480
BQMall 600 60fps X X X X (WVGA) PartyScene 500 50fps X X X X BasketballDrill 500 50fps X X X X RaceHorses 300 30fps X X X X D 416 × 240 BQSquare 600 60fps X X X X (WQVGA) BlowingBubbles 500 50fps X X X X BasketballPass 500 50fps X X X X 1280 × 720 FourPeople 600 60 fps X X X E (720p) Johnny 600 60 fps X X X KristenAndSara 600 60 fps X X X WVGA BasketballDrillText 500 50fps X X X X F 1024 × 768 ChinaSpeed 500 30fps X X X X 720p
SlideEditing 300 30fps X X X X SlideShow 500 20fps X X X X Since the aspect ratios of the original formats have been kept constant, the widths of the downsampled resolutions differ a bit from the ones in Table II . In this paper, the bit rate differences between HM MP and JM HiP have been examined as a function of PSNR AVG that is a weighted average of luminance (PSNR Y ) and chrominance (PSNR U and PSNR V ) PSNR components [17] , [30] . All involved test sequences (see Table II ) are in 4:2:0 color format, for which PSNR AVG is computed as
Since PSNR AVG also takes the impact of the chrominance components into account, it is supposed to provide more reliable results than the conventional PSNR Y metric in the cases when the luminance and chrominance components have dissimilar RD behaviors [30] . formed with a third-order polynomial function adopted from [20] . Using four local interpolations improves the interpolation accuracy over the case where a single interpolation curve is fitted over the whole range. Fig. 4(b) visualizes the latter case where the RD JM anchor points represent QP JM values of 22, 27, 32, and 37 (delta QP JM = 5). With the applied test set (see Table II ), decreasing the granularity from delta QP JM = 5 to delta QP JM = 1 improves the bit rate estimates of individual RD JM points around 1% on average. This improvement is due to interpolation mismatch that can be identified by interpolating the missing RD JM anchor points in delta QP JM = 5 case and comparing the interpolation outcomes with the actual anchor points available in delta QP JM = 1 case. Here, the interpolation accuracy has only been examined with QP JM values from 21 to 38 to avoid overweighting the importance of rarely used end points whose interpolation errors are higher. Table III tabulates the profiling platform for the codecs. Our profiling environment is composed of two of these identical processor platforms. During the analysis, a codec under test has been the only software running to reduce noise caused by other computer processes on the results. Hence, only a single core per Core 2 Duo processor has been used. SIMD extensions (MMX/SSE) of the processors have not been exploited in order to maintain platform independency.
C. Test Setup for Complexity Profiling
The analysis relies on Intel VTune profiler which is able to report estimated cycle counts for each function of the codecs. Cycle-level profiling also considers internal complexities of the functions so it is more reliable than the analysis monitoring function calls only. This complexity analysis reuses the test set of RD comparison (see Table II ) but excludes Class F due to its heterogeneous sequence resolutions.
HM profiling has been conducted with QP HM values of 22, 27, 32, and 37. JM profiling uses the sequence-specific QP JM values that have been accommodated to associated QP HM values during the RD comparison. By that way, the profiling of HM and JM codecs is performed with similar PSNR AVG values and the complexity overhead of HM can be better mapped to its bit rate gains.
HM MP and JM HiP decoder configurations have been run ten times with the same test set and the reported values are means of the outcomes of these test passes. The average deviation of a single outcome is around 2% among these test passes. HM and JM encoders have been run only twice to save profiling time. The reliability of the average encoder results is estimated to be at the same level as with the decoder profiling. Fig. 4(a) and the BD-rates have been computed using the RD points shown in Fig. 4(b) .
The averages of four sequence-specific bit rate/QP HM values deviate around 1 percentage points (pps) from the respective BD-rates. In addition, bit rate/QP HM values are able to illustrate the variation of the bit rate along the RD curves. At QP HM = 22, the average deviation of the sequence-specific bit rate/QP HM and BD-rate values is almost 7 pps (from −35 pps to 18 pps). The respective variations are 2 pps (from −6 pps to 2 pps) at QP HM = 27, 2 pps (from −3 pps to 10 pps) at QP HM = 32, and 6 pps (−4 pps to 19 pps) at QP HM = 37. The overall bit rate savings of HM MP over JM HiP are summarized in the last rows of Table V. Under the AI case, the average bit rate reduction of HM (Average/condition) is 23% with a sequence-specific variation of 11-38%. The respective bit rate savings under the RA, LB, and LP cases are 35% (21%-53%), 40% (21%-69%), and 35% (16%-63%).
Compared to [18] , the average BD-rates reported here are 1, 2, and 6 pps higher in the AI, RA, and LB cases, respectively. The difference is caused by the stronger AVC anchor (JM 18.3) used in [18] . 
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The coding gain of HEVC MP codec is a result of its extended coding structure and upgraded coding tools. Supporting large CU, PU, and TU sizes with content-adaptive block partitioning scheme is a key HEVC technique that can be efficiently adjusted between large homogeneous regions and highly textured areas of the picture. As shown in Table VII , the benefits of the extended coding structure are emphasized with higher resolutions. Tool-level enhancements of HEVC are particularly focused in inter and intra prediction in which the most important tools are advanced intra prediction, more accurate IPOL, motion merging, and AMVP.
V. Complexity Analysis
Tables VIII and IX tabulate the sequence-specific complexity results of HM encoder and decoder, respectively. The absolute complexities are reported as million cycles per frame (Mcpf) and the complexity distribution among the main coding stages are tabulated as percentages. In both cases, only the sequences with maximum and minimum cycle counts are reported for each format. These corner cases have been resolved from the sums of the sequence-specific complexities involved in the AI, RA, LB, and LP configurations. Therefore, the reported values may deviate from the maximum/minimum cycle counts in individual test cases.
A. Complexity Analysis of HM MP Encoder
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The overall average shares of these reported encoding stages are gathered in Table X . The AI condition has the lowest complexity since it operates without inter prediction (IME and FME). The inclusion of inter prediction increments the complexities of the RA, LB, and LP conditions approximately by 3.6×, 5.3×, and 3.4× over the AI case, respectively. IME, FME, and MD together contribute over 2/3 of the whole encoding time in the RA and LP cases. The respective share is 3/4 in the LB case. Hence, their acceleration is in the highest priority. Especially, the parameterization of IME has a huge impact on the overall encoding complexity. For example, replacing EPZS with exhaustive full search algorithm would make IME the most complex stage.
QP value also has an impact on the overall encoding time. Incrementing QP value from 22 to 27 reduces the average encoding time by around 15%. The respective decrements are 10% and 8% when QP value is incremented from 27 to 32 and from 32 to 37. All in all, the average cycle count decreases around 29% when changing QP value from 22 to 37.
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The analysis covers the arithmetic (addition, subtraction, multiplication, absolute value, and comparison) and memory operations (load and store) that are needed to implement the fundamental algorithms of these functions. The excluded operations include HM-specific control and logic operations whose share of the overall complexity is only marginal. The reported operation counts have been gathered from the platform-independent C++ source code of HM 6.0. Hence, they are only approximations of the actual platform-specific operation counts that are strongly dependent on the underlying hardware platform and compiler.
The reported results have been allocated to main subfunctions of IPOL, SAD, and SATD. IPOL subfunctions include 4-tap and 8-tap filters whereas SATD and SAD subfunctions are dedicated to different PU sizes. In IPOL and SATD functions, the Other groups contain operations not belonging directly to any of their main subfunctions.
The computation load of all these functions is almost entirely originated from the basic arithmetic operations. Hence, they are all well suited to hardware acceleration. However, the number of memory operations is close to that of arithmetic operations, so meeting the high memory bandwidth demands may easily play the most critical role in hardware implementations. 
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B. Complexity Analysis of HM MP Decoder
The most complex stages of HM decoder are ED, IQ/IT, IP, MC, and LF (Table IX) . The overall average shares of these stages are summarized in Table XIII . As in the encoder analysis, the remaining functions are allocated to Misc group.
The AI configuration has to cope with the highest bit rate due to which it also has the highest complexity in decoding. The decoding complexities of the RA, LB, and LP configurations are approximately halved from that of the AI case. In RA, LB, and LP conditions, MC is the most complex stage. The complexity distribution in the RA condition corresponds to our previous experiments on HM LC (HM 3.0) [27] with an average deviation of ±2 pps per individual share. As in encoding, QP value also impacts on overall decoding time.
Incrementing QP value from 22 to 27 reduces the average decoding time by around 23%. The decrements are 17% and 13% when QP value is incremented from 27 to 32 and from 32 to 37, respectively. On average, the cycle count decreases around 44% between QP values of 22 and 37.
Accelerating the most complex functions such as MC is recommended in decoding, but an adequate decoding performance is typically obtainable through processor-based acceleration. However, HEVC codec is strongly asymmetrical in terms of complexity, so sufficient encoding performance tends to be out of reach unless the most complex encoding functions are off-loaded to special hardware accelerators.
C. Encoder/Decoder Complexity Comparison
Table XIV tabulates the minimum, maximum, and average complexity ratios of HM encoder and decoder under the AI, RA, LB, and LP conditions. The average complexity ratio of the entire test set is around 500, but it varies between 2 and 3 orders of magnitude (62-1469). According to our analysis, the complexity ratio follows the share of the inter prediction. For the complete test set (the Classes A-E), the average complexity ratios of HM and JM encoders are 3.2× in the AI case, 1.2× in the RA case, 1.5× in the LB case, and 1.3× in the LP case. These complexity ratios do not change as a function of resolution but most of them decrease when QP value increases. When QP HM = 22, the respective complexity ratios of the RA, LB, and LP configurations are 1.3×, 1.6×, and 1.5× and they decrease down to 1.1×, 1.5×, and 1.2× when QP HM value is incremented from 22 to 37. In the AI configuration, the ratio remains the same with different QP values.
D. Comparison Between HM MP and JM HiP Codecs
The complexity ratios of HM and JM decoders are 2.0×, 1.6×, 1.5×, and 1.4× in the AI, RA, LB, and LP configurations, respectively. Incrementing QP HM value from 22 to 37 increases complexity ratio by 10% in the AI case but decreases the ratio by 11% in the LB case. In the other cases, the complexity ratio remains the same.
E. Considerations on Real-Time HEVC Video Codecs
HM MP and JM HiP codecs are well known, publicly available, and platform-independent implementations that incorporate practically all normative and nonnormative parts of HEVC MP and AVC HiP. Hence, they are the best references for the fair RDC comparison between HEVC MP and AVC HiP codecs. However, HM and JM are targeted for research and conformance testing rather than practical real-time codecs which have to meet practical limitations in execution speed, chip size, and power consumption.
The real-time HEVC decoding has already been addressed by proprietary HM 4.0-based decoders [24] - [26] optimized for mobile ARM and stationary x86 platforms. In the RA case, the optimized HEVC HE decoder in [25] is able to decode WVGA format at 30 fps when mapped on a single 1.5 GHz Snapdragon processor core. According to [26] , the same decoding speed (WVGA at 30 fps) is achieved with the optimized HEVC LC decoders on a 1 GHz ARM Cortex-A9 core. On a 2.66 GHz Core i5 processor, the optimized HEVC LC decoders are able to decode 1080p format up to 60 fps with a single core [24] .
Decoding 1080p resolution at 60 fps with HM would require almost 40 000 Million cycles per second (642 Mcpf) under the RA configuration in the worst case (see Table IX ). In theory, that complexity would be tackled with 15 cores of Core i5 processor clocked at 2.66 GHz, so HM MP complexity can be coarsely estimated to be 15 times that of the optimized HEVC LC decoder in [24] . In practice, the comparison is not so straightforward because the optimized decoders utilize SIMD acceleration (MMX/SSE on x86 and NEON on ARM) for the most complex functions, mapping HM to 15 cores would cause overheads due to nonoptimal scaling, etc. However, the profiling results provided for these optimized HEVC decoders are still quite consistent with ours (see Table IX ). For example, the relative shares of the decoding functions reported in [26] correspond to our results with an average deviation of ±4 pps per individual share. Hence, the profiling results reported in this paper for HM can be seen as valid estimates also for the optimized HEVC software codecs.
Currently, HM is the only publicly known HEVC encoder, but optimized real-time HEVC encoders are expected to be released in the near future. The complexity ratio between HEVC MP and AVC HiP encoders is only a fraction of the respective processing technology development from the announcement of AVC. Hence, by assuming that the relative speed-up of optimized HEVC encoders is analogous to that of optimized AVC encoders, the real-time performance of HEVC encoder is well within the range of the current technology. The encoding speed of HEVC can be also enhanced by excluding nonnormative encoding tools at cost of quality or without quality loss by off-loading the most complex functions to hardware accelerators and/or special-purpose processors. Our recommendation is to start off-loading from the IME, FME, and MD stages in which the hardware-oriented IPOL, SAD, and SATD functions are the most complex ones (see Table XI ).
The future trend is that the processing performance will continue to develop faster than transmission and storage technologies [31] . This trend will further promote HEVC because of its capability to almost halve the bit rate. Due to these reasons, we forecast rapid proliferation of HEVC in the nextgeneration video products and services.
VI. Conclusion
This paper presented the results of the comparative RDC analysis of HEVC MP (HM 6.0) and AVC HiP (JM 18.0) video codecs under the AI, RA, LB, and LP configurations. The resolutions of the test sequences varied from WQVGA up to 4K and the operating points of HM were examined with QP values of 22, 27, 32, and 37. This RDC analysis relied on PSNR as an objective quality measure whereas complexities were obtained through cycle-level profiling with Intel VTune. The fair comparison was attained by configuring JM HiP to conform HM MP settings and coding configurations.
Our main results are gathered in Table XV . On average, HM MP reduces bit rate over JM HiP almost 37% with an equivalent objective quality and at around 1.4× coding complexity when all essential coding tools of HM MP and JM HiP are used. Furthermore, the coding gain of HM MP is shown to increase as a function of the resolution. These HEVC characteristics are well balanced with the current technology roadmap according to which relative development of processing performance in stationary and mobile terminals is faster than that of transmission and storage technologies.
The reported results reveal the bottlenecks of the HM software codec and the given implementation guidelines can be used to evaluate the requirements of the underlying codec architecture. In general, off-loading the most complex coding algorithms such as ME to dedicated accelerators will be needed particularly in mobile devices to meet practical limitations in execution speed, chip size, and power consumption. HEVC MP as a part of the released HEVC draft standard ensures that the results of this RDC analysis will remain as a valid platform-independent point of reference for future HEVC software codec implementations. He joined the Nokia Recearch Center, Tampere, in 1998, where he has been engaged in video coding related topics. He has participated in AVC and HEVC video codec standardizations and is an author and co-author of several input documents and related academic papers. He has contributed to productization of high performance AVC codecs for various computing platforms. He is currently working on topics of the next generation video coded standardization. His current research interests include practical video coding and processing algorithms and optimized implementations.
